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Abstract
Named entity recognition (NER) is one of the basic tasks in automatic extraction of information from natural language texts. In this 
paper, we describe an automatic rule learning method that exploits different features of the input text to identify the named entities 
located in the natural language texts. Moreover, we explore the use of morphological features for extracting named entities from 
Turkish texts. We believe that the developed system can also be used for other agglutinative languages. The paper also provides 
a comprehensive overview of the field by reviewing the NER research literature. We conducted our experiments on the TurkIE 
dataset, a corpus of articles collected from different Turkish newspapers. Our method achieved an average F-score of 91.08% on the 
dataset. The results of the comparative experiments demonstrate that the developed technique is successfully applicable to the task 
of automatic NER and exploiting morphological features can significantly improve the NER from Turkish, an agglutinative language.
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1. Introduction
Automating the process of finding valuable pieces of information from a staggering amount of data is the main goal of 
information extraction (IE). IE can be defined as the recognition of selected types of entities, relations, facts or events in 
natural language texts and the transformation of such recognized information into a structured format. Our research 
focus is on named entity recognition (NER) from unstructured texts, one of the most fundamental IE tasks, which aims 
to locate and categorize all instances of predetermined categories of named entities (persons, locations, organizations, 
etc.) in texts. NER is a prerequisite to more sophisticated information extraction tasks, such as entity relation detection 
and event extraction. 
Domain adaptation, one of the key challenges in the IE field can be described as the process of adapting an extraction 
system developed for one domain to another. As for the domain itself, it can be thought of as the genre and format of the 
content in documents from which named entities will be extracted. Adapting knowledge-source-based and rule-based 
NER approaches to new domains is generally not straightforward since it requires human intervention to first analyse the 
domain and develop the appropriate resources (i.e. dictionaries, rules) to tackle it. Keeping these resources up-to-date 
given evolution in domains also requires constant human intervention.
The characteristics of the source language to extract information from also have a significant impact on the extraction 
techniques being used. A certain feature of one language, which can help the extraction process, may not be available for 
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another. For example Chinese and Arabic, unlike English, lack the capitalization information which can be used as clues 
for identifying named entities [1, 2]. Moreover, a language-specific phenomenon can complicate the NER task. For 
instance, in German, all nouns are capitalized; consequently the number of word forms to be considered as potential 
named entities is much larger [3]. In Slavonic languages the case of the noun phrase within a numerical phrase depends 
on the numeral and on the position of the whole numerical phrase in the sentence [4]. Likewise, NER for the languages 
with complex morphological structures, such as Turkish, requires a morphological level of processing.
In this study, an automatic rule learning method to extract named entities from Turkish news articles is presented. 
Adopting a supervised learning strategy, the developed NE recognizer automatically starts with a set of named entities 
collected from a training dataset and generates the extraction rules from the given examples by using a carefully designed 
learning strategy. Our system employs rule filtering and rule refinement techniques to minimize any possible reduction in 
accuracy caused by the generalization. In order to obtain accurate generalization, we use several syntactic and semantic 
features of the text, including: orthographical, contextual, lexical and morphological features. In particular, morphological 
features of the text are effectively used in this study to increase the extraction performance for Turkish, an agglutinative 
language that is therefore morphologically rich and productive. The NER-related challenges drawn from the nature of 
Turkish are explained in more detail in Section 3.1. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the previous research in NER. Section 3 describes how we 
employed automatic rule learning for the task of NER. Section 4 shows the results of the experimental evaluation of the 
study. Finally, in the last section, we conclude and indicate directions for future research.
2. Brief survey of the previous research
NER has been well-researched and many approaches have been proposed ranging from handcrafted rule-based systems to 
adaptive learning systems. Numerous studies [5–8] have reviewed the research. Early investigations [9–11] in the IE 
community established a linguistic architecture based on cascading automata and domain-specific knowledge. The SRI 
FASTUS system [9] used a series of finite-state transducers that compute the transformation of text from sequences of 
characters to domain templates and achieved F = 94% (F-score: harmonic average between accuracy and coverage) on the 
NER task. The Proteus system [10] also used cascaded finite state transducers to recognize succession events. Grishman 
[10] reported the overall NER performance of the system as F = 88.2%. The LaSIE-II system [11], developed at the 
University of Sheffield, used finite state recognition of domain-specific lexical patterns, partial parsing using a restricted 
context-free grammar and quasi-logical form (QLF) representation of sentence semantics. The performance of the system 
for the NER task was reported as F = 89.1%. Although these systems have demonstrated remarkable performance, rule 
development and management is the main issue in these systems. Developing and managing rules by hand requires high 
human expertise. Constructing IE systems manually has also proven to be expensive [12]. Domain adaptability is also a 
major issue for these systems since the domain-specific rules constructed in these systems for a domain cannot be easily 
applied for another domain.
In order to reduce human effort in building or shifting an IE system, significant research in IE has focused on using 
supervised learning techniques for automated development of IE systems. Instead of having humans create patterns and 
rules, these models use automatically generated rules via generalization of examples or statistical models derived from the 
training data. AutoSlog [13], one of the earliest systems, learns a dictionary of patterns, called concept nodes, with an 
anchor word, most often the head verb, to activate that concept node to extract information from the text. The CRYSTAL 
system [14] employed inductive learning to construct a concept dictionary from annotated training data. Inspired by induc-
tive logic programming methods, RAPIER [15,16] used bottom-up (specific to general) relational learning to generate 
symbolic rules for IE. Freitag [17] describes several learning approaches to the IE problem: a rote l15 earner, a term-space 
learner based on Naive Bayes, an approach using grammatical induction, and a relational rule learner. Freitag also pro-
posed a multi-strategy approach which combines the described learning approaches. Freitag and Kushmerick [18] intro-
duced wrapper induction, identified a family of six wrapper classes, and demonstrated that the wrappers were both 
relatively expressive, and efficient for extracting information from highly regular documents. Hsu and Dung [19] pre-
sented SoftMealy, a wrapper representation formalism based on a finite state transducer and contextual rules. The Boosted 
Wrapper Induction (BWI) method [20] learns a large number of relatively simple wrapper patterns and combines them 
using boosting. The Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are powerful statistical models that have been successfully applied 
to the task of IE [21–24]. Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMMs) [25], Conditional Random Fields (CRMs) 
[26, 27], Maximum Entropy Models [28], and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [29, 30] are also used for IE. 
The adaptive methods discussed thus far used supervised learning strategy. Supervised methods can quickly learn the 
most common patterns, but require a large corpus in order to achieve good coverage of the less frequent patterns. 
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However, annotating a large corpus is not easy. Semi-supervised (or weakly supervised) methods have been developed 
to overcome the annotated corpus preparation problem. The major technique in this category is called ‘bootstrapping’. 
Bootstrapping methods [31–33] use only a small degree of supervision, such as a set of seeds, at the beginning. A different 
solution approach to the annotated corpus preparation problem is to mark only the data which can help to improve the 
overall accuracy. Active learning methods [34–36] try to make this process by selecting suitable candidates for the 
user to annotate. The methods based on unsupervised learning approaches [37–39] do not need labelled data at all. 
Shinyama and Sekine [38] successfully obtained rare NEs with 90% accuracy by using the time series distribution of 
words in news articles.
Although the language subject to most research applications is English, there has increasingly been growing 
attention to other languages. The shared task of CoNLL-2002 [39] focused on NER for Spanish and Dutch. A year 
later, German was one of the focus languages in CONLL-2003 [40]. Numerous studies [1, 41, 42] have been con-
ducted on NER in Chinese. Japanese has received a lot of attention as well [43, 44]. Moreover, various studies deal 
with the development of systems for addressing NER in various languages: Korean [45], French [46], Greek [47, 
48], Danish [49], Italian [33], Vietnamese [50], Bengali [51], Arabic [2], Bulgarian [52], Russian [53], and Ukrainian 
[54]. Multilingual NER has also received a lot of attention [54, 55]. Cucerzan and Yarowsky [56] presented a lan-
guage-independent bootstrapping algorithm and conducted their experiments on several languages: Romanian, 
English, Greek, Turkish and Hindi. Their algorithm, tested on a relatively small corpus, achieved levels of F = 
53.04% for NER from Turkish texts. Tur et al. [57] applied statistical learning approaches to a number of tasks for 
Turkish: sentence segmentation, topic segmentation and name tagging. Their named tagging approach is based on 
n-gram language models embedded in hidden Markov models. Combining four different in-formation sources (lexi-
cal, contextual, morphological and tag sequence), their name tagger reached an F-measure of 91.56%. Bayraktar and 
Temizel [58] reported F = 81.97% on a corpus of 200 news articles in Turkish using local grammar approach. Kucuk 
and Yazici [59] presented a rule-based NER system for Turkish which employs a set of lexical resources and pattern 
bases for the extraction of named entities. Conducting their experimentation on different text genres (news articles, 
historical text and children’s stories), the best performance value they reported is F = 78.7% for the task of NER 
from Turkish news articles.
In conducting our literature survey we have come to the conclusion that much of the research carried out in NER has 
been devoted to only a small number of languages. Few papers have been published in relation to Turkish. In this paper, 
we present an automatic rule learning algorithm that can identify the named entities located in Turkish texts. Our method 
utilizes a supervised learning strategy and does not rely on handcrafted rules/patterns. Therefore, the system does not suf-
fer from domain adaptability problems. Besides a novel rule learning algorithm, it uses several generalization features and 
an expressive rule representation language to obtain accurate generalization and remedy the issues related to the data 
sparseness problem. Moreover, the presented system tries to address the difficulties inherent in the agglutinative languages 
by exploiting morphological features.
3. Method
3.1. Turkish morphology and named entity recognition
Turkish is a member of the Oghuz group of the Turkic languages, which belongs to the Altaic branch of Ural-Altaic lan-
guage family. It uses a Latin alphabet consisting of 29 letters, of which eight are vowels and 21 are consonants. Similar to 
Hungarian and Finnish, Turkish has vowel harmony and lacks grammatical gender distinction. 
Another major feature of Turkish is that it is an agglutinative language with free-word order [60]. Although this nature 
of the language does not have a significant role to play in the NER task, the complex morphological structure of Turkish 
words makes the task even more difficult. In Turkish, a sequence of inflectional and derivational morphemes can be added 
to a word. This concatenation process can yield relatively long words, which can convey the equivalent meaning of a 
phrase, or even a whole sentence in English. A single Turkish word can give rise to a very large number of variants, which 
results in the vocabulary explosion. Table 1 lists several formations produced using the stem word İstanbul. Note that the 
morphemes added to the stem word produce different surface forms. The list can easily be expanded (e.g. 
İstanbul’dakilerdenmiş, İstanbul’dakilerdenmişce,…). In fact, millions of different surface forms can be derived from a 
nominal or verbal stem [61]. Although, in English, it is possible that a suffix can change the surface form of a proper noun 
(e.g. Richard’s, or IBM’s), it is not as common as in Turkish and other morphologically rich languages. Using each surface 
form generated from the same stem as a different training element would cause data sparseness problems in the training 
data, which indicates that morphological level processing is a requirement for Turkish NER.
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3.2. Generalization features
Two important criteria that determine the efficacy and the success of an NE recognizer are:
•	 the ability to recognize unseen named entities;
•	 the ability to precisely distinguish name entities that belong to an NE class from the other NE classes and 
non-entity names. 
Both criteria require accurate generalization of the known named entities. Generalizing means to recognize the parts sus-
ceptible to being changed in new names, and represent them with generic placeholders. In our study, we generalize named 
entities by using a set of features that are capable of describing various properties of the text. In addition to accurate gen-
eralization, the use of generalization features will help overcome the data sparseness problem that occurs because of the 
diversity of the language constructs and the insufficiency of the input data. When we consider all possible language con-
structs, it is not possible to observe most of the sequences during the training of the language model. The features used in 
our study can be grouped into the following four categories:
•	 Lexical features: NER deals with text documents which can be seen as contiguous series of tokens. As basic 
constituents of the text, the tokens themselves are used for NER as well as the features associated with them. 
Gazetteer information (e.g. list of person names, list of city names) provided to the system can be mapped to the 
tokens and utilized for generalization purposes. We used a two-level gazetteer hierarchy in our study to achieve 
accuracy in generalization. The first level in our hierarchy corresponds to each NE class (e.g. Person, Location 
etc.) and provides a higher level of generalization. The second level details the gazetteer categorization (e.g. 
Location.Country, Location.City etc.) and provides more specific classification.
•	 Morphological features: we effectively used the morphological features of the tokens not only for addressing the chal-
lenges arising from the agglutinative nature of Turkish, but also for the clues they offer towards better generalization. 
•	 Contextual features: the information captured in the surrounding text of the named entities is used by the system 
to learn and represent the patterns and regularities in the target-NE boundaries which exist in the training dataset.
•	 Orthographic Features: these features express various orthographic aspects of the tokens. We selected four 
primitive features, a combination of which can yield more complicated patterns: Capitalization (Lower, Upper, 
Proper, Unclassified), Length Class (Short, Middle, Long), Length (the length of the token), and Type Class 
(Alpha, Numeric, Alphanumeric, Punctuation, Unclassified). 
3.3. Rule representation and expressiveness
The ability to recognize the regularities among the target-named entities and to capture the learnt regularities/patterns in the 
rules requires a powerful rule representation. Moreover, the coverage of the learnt rules, which is also related to rule repre-
sentation, affects the performance of the rule learning systems. While over-specific rules may cause low recall, over-general 
rules cause low precision. An expressive rule language that can handle the mentioned generalization features in a flexible 
manner and provide the adequate level of granularity for rule coverage is necessary to achieve good NER performance.
An extraction rule defined in our system consists of four parts. The first simply addresses the NE class which is the 
target of this rule. The last three contain the pattern segments: 
Table 1. Several surface forms produced using the stem word İstanbul
Surface form Morphological decomposition English meaning
İstanbul istanbul +Noun +Prop +A3sg +Pnon +Nom Istanbul
İstanbul’da istanbul +Noun +Prop +A3sg +Pnon +Loc in Istanbul
İstanbul’daki istanbul +Noun +Prop +A3sg +Pnon +Loc^DB+Adj+Rel the (one) in Istanbul
İstanbul’dakiler istanbul +Noun +Prop +A3sg +Pnon +Loc^DB+Adj+Rel^DB+Noun+Zero +
A3pl +Pnon +Nom
the ones in Istanbul
İstanbul’dakilerden istanbul +Noun +Prop +A3sg +Pnon +Loc^DB+Adj+Rel^DB+Noun+Zero +
A3pl +Pnon +Abl
from the ones in Istanbul 
+Noun => Noun; +Prop => Proper Noun ; +Pnon => Pronoun (no overt agreement); +A3sg => 3rd person singular; +A3pl => 3rd person plural; 
+Nom => Nominative; +Loc => Locative; +Abl => Ablative; ^DB+Adj+Rel => Derivation Boundary + Adjective + Relative; ^DB+Noun+Zero => 
Derivation Boundary +Noun + 0 Morpheme;
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•	 the PRE-FILLER (PRE) segment tries to sense and match the text immediately preceding the target NE;
•	 the FILLER (FILL) segment tries to sense and match the target NE;
•	 the POST-FILLER (POST) segment tries to sense and match the text immediately following the target NE. 
The pattern segments in an extraction rule can be seen as a sequence of pattern elements whose type can be either 
Similarity (SIM) or Optional (OPT). A type SIM pattern element matches exactly one token from the document that meets 
the element’s constraints. On the other hand, a type OPT pattern element can match either a token that meets the element’s 
constraints or none. Being tailored parallel to the features mentioned in the previous section, our rule representation uses 
pattern elements containing several fields to provide the expressiveness we need for accurate generalization.
In order to make the rule representation concept clearer, two example rules are provided in Figure 1. Rule parts are 
separated by colons. As the first part of the rule indicates, the first rule captures the pattern information belonging to 
PERSON NE class. The next part, the PRE segment, in the first example contains only one pattern element, a SIM element, 
which has eight fields separated by semicolons:
•	 token;
•	 morphological tag;
•	 low-level gazetteer set;




•	 type class. 
Each field in the pattern element represents a constraint. In order for a pattern element to match a token in the text, that 
token must satisfy all of the constraints imposed by that pattern element (conjunction of the constraints). The first con-
straint, token field, is a non-case-sensitive atomic field that matches only the exact text values, if it is set to a value. The 
morphological tag stored in the second field is a simple regular expression that provides a concise and flexible means for 
matching tokens according to their morphological characteristics. Each morpheme in the morphological tag is separated 
by a plus sign. Special characters are used to express the specific variations in the regular expressions. The star (*) char-
acter matches a single morpheme with any type. The question mark (?) character with the combination of parentheses 
indicates that there is zero or one of a single morpheme with the morpheme type given in the parentheses. When it is used 
with the star character (i.e. ‘?(*)’), it indicates that there is zero or one of a single morpheme with any type. The third and 
the fourth field contain gazetteer set constraints. To be matched, a token must be in the coverage of the gazetteer sets, and 
it must not be included in any gazetteer list which is not in the sets. Since it is practically impossible to have complete 
gazetteer lists that cover all available names, our matching algorithm does not refuse the tokens which are not listed in any 
of our gazetteer lists in order to enable the system to tolerate the potential faults that can be caused by missing names in 
the gazetteer lists. The remaining atomic fields contain the constraints regarding the orthographic features described in the 
preceding section. Returning to the first example given in Figure 1, the PRE segment of the rule indicates that the NE 
phrase to be matched by this rule must be preceded by the token Valisi (Governor (of)). 
Figure 1. Example rules.
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The FILL segment states that the NE phrase to be matched by this rule must start with a token which is a name in 
nominative form, not listed in any gazetteer list other than Person.First_Name gazetteer list, in proper case, in any 
length and containing only alpha characters. The rule also requires that the last token of the person phrase must be 
either in Person.Last_Name gazetteer list or none, in proper case, in any length and containing only alpha characters. 
Optionally, another token possessing the same characteristics as the first token can occur between the first and the last 
token. Finally, the POST segment asserts that the NE phrase to be matched by the rule must be followed by a comma. 
The rule given in the second example describes a pattern belonging to the DATE NE class in a similar fashion. Note 
that the PRE segment is set to NULL value, which means that the rule does not impose any constraints on the tokens 
that can occur before the target NE phrase. Some text excerpts containing named entities that match the given example 
rules are shown in Figure 2.
3.4. Automatic rule learning
The ability of rule learning and subsequent generalization is one of the critical functions in the system. Our automatic rule 
learning and generalization method is based on the concept of specific generalization of strings as described in [62]. We 
applied the concept to generalize both the patterns and the features in different levels and employed the coverage algo-
rithm presented in the study for inducing the rules. The idea behind the concept is to generalize the strings by processing 
similarities (substrings occurring in both strings) and differences (substrings differing between strings) between them. In 
order to generalize two strings, a unique match sequence of those strings is obtained, and the differences in the unique 
match sequence are replaced by variables to get a generalized form of the strings. A unique match sequence can be 
described as a sequence of similarities (substrings occurring in both strings) and differences (substrings differing between 
strings) between two strings. Referring the reader to [62] for the details, we will focus more on how we adopted the con-
cept to automatic rule learning for NER.
Prior to learning NER rules from the examples in the training text, the input text is segmented in sentences and token-
ized. We followed the standard tokenization method using white-space and punctuation characters as delimiters except 
that we removed the apostrophe symbol (‘) from our delimiter set since it is meaningful during morphological disam-
biguation. The next step is to assign feature values to the tokens in the text. First, possible morphological parses of each 
observed token are found, and the most appropriate one among them is selected through morphological analysis [63] and 
morphological disambiguation processes [64]. The used morphological disambiguation tool uses a hybrid technique which 
combines statistical information, hand-crafted grammar rules and transformation-based learning. The reported [65] accu-
racy morphological disambiguation process on the average is 93.5% when whole morphological parses are considered in 
calculation. Then, the system continues with a gazetteer list search. An important point to highlight is that the stem of the 
token is looked up in the gazetteer lists to minimize the effect of morphological complexity. Finally, each token is labelled 
with their corresponding orthographic feature values before the rule learning. Thus each token is represented by its eight 
features (token, morphological tag, low-level gazetteer set, high-level gazetteer set, case tag, length class, token length and 
type class), and NER rules are learnt from them.
Subsequent to pre-processing the training data, the learner starts generating simple patterns from the training examples. 
A simple pattern is generated using the preceding token, the following token, and the tokens of an NE. The generated 





Figure 2. Text excerpts containing named entities that match the example rules given in Figure 1.
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takes two examples in the rule representation and returns a generalized rule that covers both examples by relaxing the 
corresponding constraints specified by the feature fields in the pattern elements. The generalization of the atomic fields 
(token, capitalization, length class, length, type class) is straightforward. If the values in the corresponding fields of the 
examples are the same, this value is assigned to the same field of the generalized pattern element; otherwise, the field is 
left empty, which indicates that no constraint is defined for that field. Generalization of a morphological tag field is based 
on the concept of a specific generalization of strings [62]. Processing similarities and differences between the morphologi-
cal tag fields of the examples, and replacing the discovered differences with either a type ANY (*) variable or a type 
OPTIONAL (?) variable, or combination of these two, the function obtains a simple regular expression that can represent 
both examples. For gazetteer set fields, the generalization operation returns the union of two input gazetteer sets. However, 
if one of the gazetteer sets is empty, the generalization operation returns an empty set. Empty gazetteer sets impose no 
constraint on the patterns.
Because the examples can differ in the number of tokens, we applied a method that calculates a simple similarity score 
for each possible way for matching the tokens and selects the match with the maximum similarity score. The similarity 
score for a match is the sum of the similarity scores of each pattern element, which is the aggregated sum of the similarity 
scores of each feature field. Each field’s contribution to the similarity score varies according to its discrimination power. 
The field contributions were determined through experimentation. For instance, the orthographic type class is apparently 
less powerful than gazetteer list sets in discriminating NEs.
In order to illustrate the rule generalization concept, an example rule generation is given in Figure 3. In the example, a 
generalized rule is learnt from two person name instances located in the following text excerpts: ‘…Elazığ Valisi Kadir 
Koçdemir’in geçtiği…’, ‘…Van Valisi Hikmet Tan, konvoyuna …’. By performing several generalization operations over 
the different pattern elements, the learner obtains the generalized rule shown in Figure 3. In the example, the generalized 
rule asserts the following constraints:
•	 the NE phrase to be matched by this rule must be preceded by the token Valisi;
•	 the NE phrase to be matched by this rule must start with a token which is a name in nominative form, listed in 
Person.First_Name and/or Person.Last_Name gazetteer lists, in proper case, five to eight characters in length and 
containing only alpha characters
•	 the last token of the NE must be in Person.First_Name and/or Person.Last_Name gazetteer lists, in proper case, 
in any length and containing only alpha characters
•	 the token that comes after the NE must match the morphological tag specified by the POST segment of the rule. 
Note that some person names recognizable by the generalized rule are also given in the example. As evident from the 
given list, exploiting morphological features increases the recognizability of the NEs.
Our coverage algorithm that finds RULES, the set of generalized rules, is given in Figure 4. Initially, RULES is set 
to an empty set (Figure 4, Line 1). The algorithm then generates a simple pattern rule R for each positive example 
available in the training dataset and adds R into RULES if it is not already in the set (Figure 4, lines 2–4). Afterwards, 
the algorithm iteratively generalizes the rules available in RULES (Figure 4, lines 5–19). In each iteration, for each 
rule R
1
 in RULES, possible generalized rules that are obtainable by the generalization of that rule with another rule 
are found and kept in a temporary rule-set RULES
temp
 (Figure 4, lines 9–12). Then, the rules in RULES
temp
 are sorted 
in descending order of the similarity factor, a score that is directly proportional to the similarity of the rules used to 
generate a generalized rule (Figure 4, line 13). The sort process is performed to ensure that the rules with high similar-
ity factors are added into RULES in the next step. Subsequently, until k number of generalized rules are added into 
RULES or every rule in RULES
temp
 are validated, the rules in RULES
temp
 are validated on the training dataset in order 
to give their confidence factors; and the rules with confidence factors above a certain threshold value are added into 
RULES, while the rules from which the generalized rule are generated are dropped (Figure 4, lines 14–19). The con-
fidence factor of a rule is calculated as the percentage of correctly extracted names (number of correctly extracted/
number of extracted) as a result of applying that rule to the training dataset. During the confidence factor calculation, 
the algorithm also collects the rule exceptions and builds the rule exception list for each rule, which we will discuss 
in the next section. This iterative loop continues until no more generalized rules with confidence factors above the 
threshold value can be added into RULES. After sorting the RULES in ascending order of the coverage – number of 
positive examples covered – (Figure 4, line 10), the algorithm eliminates the redundancy in RULES. If all positive 
examples covered by a rule are also covered by some other rules in the rule-set, that rule is deleted from the set (Figure 
4, lines 11–15). The reasoning behind sorting rules in ascending order of their coverage is our preference of general 
rules to specific rules.1
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There are two parameters determined by the user: the confidence factor threshold (T), and the number of generalized 
rules to generate for each rule in each cycle (k). The first parameter controls the trade-off between selectivity and sensitiv-
ity. By setting a higher T value, it is possible to increase the system’s ability to precisely distinguish name entities that 
belong to an NE class from the other NE classes and non-entity names; however, this can result in a decrease in the sys-
tem’s ability to recognize unseen named entities. The second parameter controls the learning time of the system. The 
confidence factor of a rule is found by validating that rule on the training dataset, which requires a computational time. By 
limiting the number of generalized rules to generate for each rule in each cycle, the algorithm provides control over the 
total computational time spent for confidence factor calculation. This parameter becomes particularly important for large 
datasets, since the algorithm suggests a large initial space of rule candidates.
In order to make full use of the information available in training data and improve the algorithm’s extraction 
performance by further rule refinement, each rule in the rule-set is associated with a set of exceptions. The problem 
is that of efficient utilization of the negative examples (i.e. non-NEs or NEs of different classes) in the training 
data, though they are used in confidence factor calculations (Figure 4, line 15). Unless it is a 100% confident rule, 
a rule in the final rule-set may cover some negative instances in the training data. This leads to recognition of an 
incorrect NE during the test, even if that name is marked as a non-NE or an NE of a different class in the training 
data. This issue is solved by associating each rule in the final rule-set with a set of exceptions. During confidence 
factor calculation, every negative instance recognized by the candidate rule is put into that rule’s exception set. If 
any of the names in a rule’s exception set are recognized by that rule during the test, the recognized names are just 
ignored and not extracted. 
Figure 3. An example rule generation.
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3.5. Testing and post-processing
Subsequent to the generation of the rule-set and the completion of the training phase, the test phase starts. There is no 
specific order to apply the learnt rules. We consider all of the rules, with a confidence factor over the threshold value, as 
valid rules. Therefore, starting from each token in the text, the system applies the learnt rules to the test data. If a rule 
matches a phrase between two sentence boundaries and the matched phrase is not in that rule’s exception set, the matched 
phrase is put into a candidate list. In case of any conflict (i.e. overlapping phrases), the longest candidate is selected during 
the post-processing step, which comes after testing. 
4. Experimental evaluation
4.1. Data and methodology
We conducted a set of experiments in order to evaluate the performance and the behaviour of the proposed NER method 
under different conditions. The main objective of the experimentation is to analyse the performance and behaviour of our 
method on realistic data, with different setups. We also compared our methods to several other studies. Moreover, we 
investigate the impact of using morphological features and the other novelty we proposed on the extraction process.
A major obstacle to Turkish NER is the scarcity of publicly available annotated corpora. We conducted our experiments 
on the TurkIE2 corpus. In order to generate the corpus, we manually tagged 355 news articles on terrorism from both 
online and print news sources in Turkish. Tagging was performed using an IE-tagging tool,3 which is developed to allow 
the users to tag texts using a graphical interface in a user-friendly environment. Before annotating the named entities, the 
selected articles were tokenized, split into sentences and segmented into topics. The TurkIE corpus contains 54,518 tokens, 
3524 sentences and 545 topics. We followed the MUC-7 NE task definition [66] as a guideline for annotation. 5672 NEs 
were tagged in five categories: 1335 person names, 2355 location names, 1218 organization names, 373 date expressions 
and 391 time expressions. In order to evaluate the developed method, we performed 10-fold cross validation on the data-
set, and the average number of the learned rules above the threshold value was approximately 510.
We measured precision, recall, and F-score, as is commonly done in the Message Understanding Conference (MUC) 
evaluations. Precision is the percentage of extracted named entities that are correct. Recall can be defined as the fraction 
of correct outcomes divided by the total number of possible correct answers. The F-score, harmonic mean of precision and 
recall, provides a method for combining precision and recall scores into a single value. We used the exact criteria which 
Figure 4. The rule generalization algorithm.
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is the most conservative approach to determine the truth value of the matching. In our experiments, a predicted instance 
is not considered as a correct match unless it matches exactly an actual instance in the text. Moreover, in our scoring, the 
expectation from the system is to find all occurrences of the named entities.
4.2. Results and discussion
4.2.1. Quantitative results and comparison of the methods. Table 2 shows the quantitative results of the experiments per-
formed. Our automatic rule learning method achieved overall performance of F = 91.08% on the dataset. The developed 
system reached best performance score F = 96.5% on locating DATE fields; the system extracted 97.69% of the DATE 
fields in the test dataset and 95.34% of the found DATE fields were correct. It achieved F = 87.68% on a more challenging 
NE type, ORGANIZATION. 
The system produced better results than many of the previous studies. One important point to highlight before discuss-
ing the results of the comparisons is that they were not made on the same datasets, since the datasets were not publicly 
available. Conducting their experiments on a relatively small corpus, Cucerzan and Yarowsky [56] reported F = 53.04% 
for NER from Turkish texts. They aimed at building a maximally language-independent system for NE recognition and 
classification, which lead using minimal information about the source language. Following unsupervised learning strat-
egy, they used an EM-style bootstrapping algorithm based on iterative learning and re-estimation of contextual and mor-
phological patterns captured in hierarchically smoothed trie models. Our method uses supervised learning. With a focus 
on only Turkish, our algorithm is designed to take advantage of the specific characteristics of the Turkish language and to 
address any challenges pertaining to it. Moreover, our algorithm is capable of utilizing several resources (e.g. dictionaries 
and gazetteer lists) to obtain better extraction performance. It should be noted that unsupervised methods are advantageous 
over supervised methods in terms of domain adaptation, since they do not need training data.
Bayraktar and Temizel [58] reported F = 81.97% for person name extraction from Turkish text using a local grammar 
approach. They focused on reporting verbs (e.g. said, told) in the sentences, and used these reporting verbs as the clues for 
extracting person names. Their study covered finding significant reporting verbs in Turkish and obtaining hand-crafted 
extraction patterns by conducting concordance analysis by using the found forms of reporting verbs. The rule-based sys-
tem developed by Kucuk and Yazici [59] achieved F = 78.7% for the task of NER from Turkish news articles. Their sys-
tem heavily relies on a manually compiled set of lexical resources (e.g. dictionary of person names, list of well-known 
people) and hand-crafted pattern bases to extract each NE type in its scope. In order to mitigate the issues caused by the 
agglutinative nature of Turkish, they used a morphological analyser. The system is designed to extract the phrases which 
exist in the provided lexical resources, conform to the patterns in the pattern bases or the inflectional forms. Both systems 
[58, 59] depend heavily on the lexical resources and the manually developed rules/patterns. One drawback is the high 
human expertise required for the development and management of the rules. Another well-known shortcoming is their 
adaptability to new domains. For instance, Kucuk and Yazici [59] reported that their system scored F = 69.3% and F = 
55.3% on Child Stories and Historical Text domains respectively.
The statistical learning system presented by Tur et al. [57] reached F = 91.56%. When the learning strategy and the 
information sources used are considered, their system is the most similar previous work. Both our approach and theirs use 
supervised learning strategy. Furthermore, both methods exploit similar features (lexical, morphological, contextual, etc.), 
though there are differences in the way the features are utilized. They used hidden Markov models for NER, and we 
employ automatic rule learning approach for the same task. Their system only determines person, location and organiza-
tion as NEs, but our system also recognizes time and date entities. 
Table 2. Quantitative performance results of the system
NE category Precision (%) Recall (%) F-score (%)
Person 96.69 92.08 94.33
Location 90.20 89.86 90.03
Organization 87.36 88.01 87.68
Date 97.69 95.34 96.50
Time 93.12 91.00 92.05
Overall 91.74 90.43 91.08
The last row shows the overall extraction performance of the developed system. We use the standard formula for precision, recall and F-score 
calculation: precision = (true positives)/(true positives + false positives); recall = (true positives)/(true positives + false negatives); F-score = (2 * 
precision * recall)/( precision + recall).
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4.2.2. Error analysis. The analysis conducted revealed that the extraction errors more frequently occur in the following 
cases:
•	 Nested NEs: nested NE constructs are common forms observed in texts. Following MUC-7 NE task definition 
[65], only the longest NE was tagged in case of nested NEs. For instance, ‘5 Ocak Caddesi’ (5th January 
Street) is tagged as one location name: <LOCATION>5 Ocak Caddesi</LOCATION>, instead of a date and a 
location name: <LOCATION><DATE>5 Ocak</DATE> Caddesi</LOCATION>. Recognizing the inner NE 
(e.g. ‘5 Ocak’), and missing the outer one (e.g. ‘5 Ocak Caddesi’) is observed as one type of erroneous 
extraction.
•	 Long NEs: partial detection of the long NEs, especially long ORGANIZATION and LOCATION names, is another 
frequent type of erroneous extraction. The analysis showed that the average system performance for the long NEs 
is below the overall performance of the system.
4.2.3. Threshold factor. The coverage algorithm has a user-set threshold parameter which has an impact on the performance 
of our extraction method. Figure 5 shows the performance of the automatic rule learning method as the threshold 
parameter changes. The optimum value for the threshold parameter is found to be 0.87, where the acquired F-score value 
is maximized, through experimentation. 
In the first half of the graph, we observe a continuous climbing trend in the precision and recall at the same time. The 
increase in the precision parallel to the increase in the threshold value is a normal behaviour. However, one would expect 
inversely proportional relation between the recall and the threshold. The observed situation is due to the fact that the long-
est candidate among the conflicting candidate phrases is selected during the post-processing step. In the second half, as 
expected, the recall value decreases and the precision value increases with the increase in threshold. Another notable 
observation is the local drops in the recall rate where the threshold parameter is 0.5. This behaviour is caused by the elimi-
nation of a general rule whose true positive (TP) returns are more than its false positive (FP) returns. A similar situation 







































Figure 5. The observed performance of the system as the threshold parameter changes.
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4.2.4. Generalization features. We investigated the impacts of each feature set used for the generalization process. In 
order to calculate the individual contribution of each set, we conducted two series of experiments. In the first series, we 
deactivated a feature set in each experiment, and recorded the achieved system performance. In the second series, we 
approached the question from a different point of view. This time, we tested the system performance by using only one 
feature set at a time. Tables 3 and 4 show the results of two conducted experiment series. Table 3 shows the recorded 
performance score and the incurred performance loss in the absence of each specific generalization feature. The biggest 
loss occurs (12.26%) when morphological features were not used. The individual impact of each feature set to the system 
performance is shown in a different way in Table 4; the recorded performance scores and the incurred performance 
losses were given when only one feature set and the actual token information were used at a time. The system achieved 
F = 69.95% using only morphological features and the actual token information. We believe that morphological features 
ended up being the most influential due to the agglutinative nature of Turkish.
5. Conclusions and future work
This paper presents an automatic rule learning method for identifying NEs located in Turkish texts. The presented 
method aims to automatically learn rules to recognize the NE patterns and generalize these patterns by processing simi-
larities and differences between them. The system uses several generalization features to obtain an accurate generaliza-
tion and to remedy the issues related to the data sparseness problem. In addition to the generalization features, an 
expressive rule representation language and a novel coverage algorithm are used by the system for automatic rule learning 
and generalization. 
We performed several experiments to evaluate our method’s performance. The results indicate that our suggested 
method can be used for extracting NEs from Turkish texts effectively. The experiments were conducted on the TurkIE 
corpus, generated in support of this study. The developed corpus and the corpus annotation tool are two other major con-
tributions of this study, which will encourage and support future researchers in this area. Although there are still a few 
studies available, we compared the performance of the developed system with previous studies. Our system produced bet-
ter results than many of the previous studies. It achieved a comparable performance score with a statistical learning system 
using similar resources. The system also addresses the domain adaptation problem, another key challenge in the IE field, 
by employing an adaptive rule learning method. The developed system minimizes the tasks requiring human intervention; 
it does not rely on manually developed rules/patterns. The lexical sources used in the system are kept generic to capture 
the variations in the patterns. Moreover, the system eliminates the burden of adding new sources by its configurable and 
extensible design. The impact of each generalization feature utilized was investigated from different angles. The results 
show that exploiting morphological features significantly improves the NER from Turkish texts due to the agglutinative 
nature of the language. We believe that the use of morphological features can also improve the NER performance in other 
agglutinative languages.
Table 3. Individual impact of each feature set to the system performance (I)
Deactivated feature set Used feature sets System performance (F-score (%)) Loss (%)
Lexical Morphological, Contextual, Orthographic 81.29 9.79
Morphological Lexical, Contextual, Orthographic 78.82 12.26
Contextual Lexical, Morphological, Orthographic 87.90 3.18
Orthographic Lexical, Morphological, Contextual 81.71 9.37
Each time a feature set was deactivated and the achieved system performance value was recorded. The last column shows the performance loss 
incurred when the specific set was not used. The loss incurred in this series is directly proportional to the impact of the deactivated feature set.
Table 4. Individual impact of each feature set to the system performance (II)
Used feature set Deactivated feature sets System performance (F-score (%)) Loss (%)
Lexical Morphological, Contextual, Orthographic 67.21 23.87
Morphological Lexical, Contextual, Orthographic 69.95 21.13
Contextual Lexical, Morphological, Orthographic 56.51 34.57
Orthographic Lexical, Morphological, Contextual 65.15 25.93
Only one feature set was used at a time. The last column shows the performance loss incurred when only that specific set and the actual token 
information were used. The loss incurred in this series is inversely proportional to the impact of the used feature set. 
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The Turkish NE recognizer is the first study of our umbrella project TurkIE, a complete IE system for Turkish. The next 
steps will include the development of an entity relation detector and an event extractor. Both the planned entity relation 
detector and the event extractor will be based on the same rule learning method. In future work, we are planning to 
improve the developed rule learning method by introducing correction rules before applying it to the new IE tasks. 
Although the use of rule exception sets explained in Section 3.5 helps to reduce false positives, handling the information 
regarding to the rule exceptions in a more formal way and generalizing them into correction rules would further increase 
the performance of the system. Moreover, we would like to see the system’s behaviour in the presence of noise. Other 
future work will further expand the TurkIE corpus in order to examine the behaviour of our system on larger datasets. The 
generation of noisy data for test purposes will also be taken into consideration during the corpus expansion study.
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